
 

 

 

 

North Bud Farms Upgrades to OTCQB to Engage and 
Expand U.S. Investor Audience  

 
Toronto, Ontario, March 4, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) – North Bud Farms Inc. (CSE: 
NBUD) (OTCQB: NOBDF) ("NORTHBUD" or the "Company") today announced that 
effective today, shares of the Company have been approved for and will commence 
trading on the OTCQB venture marketplace, operated by OTC Markets Group, under the 
ticker symbol NOBDF. The Company also announced its strategy to create greater 
opportunity for its shareholders and attract new U.S. retail and institutional investors by 
providing transparency via this listing. 
 
“We are extremely pleased to announce our listing to the OTCQB Venture Marketplace," 
said Ryan Brown, CEO of North Bud Farms Inc.  "NORTHBUD is committed to the high 
level of financial and corporate disclosure that is required for this listing category which 
further demonstrates significant improvement in how we are categorized in the public 
markets. This move represents our expansion in growing our U.S. investor shareholder 
base as we believe that trading on the OTCQB will enhance trading liquidity and 
continue to increase market adoption of our business model, thereby enhancing 
shareholder value.”   
 
The OTCQB is considered by the SEC as an established public market for the purpose of 
determining the public market price when registering securities for resale with the SEC. 
The OTCQB dramatically increases transparency, reporting standards, management 
certification and compliance requirements, the majority of broker dealers trade stocks 
on the OTCQB. Historically this has resulted in greater liquidity and awareness for 
companies that reach the OTCQB tier. 
 
McMillan LLP serves as NORTHBUD's OTCQB advisor, responsible for providing 
professional guidance on OTCQB requirements and U.S. securities laws. U.S. investors 
can find current financial disclosure and quotes for the company 
on www.otcmarkets.com. 
 
About North Bud Farms Inc. 
North Bud Farms Inc., through its wholly owned subsidiary GrowPros MMP Inc. which 
was acquired in February 2018, is pursuing a licence under The Cannabis Act.  North Bud 
Farms Inc. is constructing a state-of-the-art purpose-built cannabis production facility 
located on 95 acres of Agricultural Land in Low, Quebec. North Bud Farms Inc. will be 
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focused on Pharmaceutical and Food Grade cannabinoid production in preparation for 
the legalization of edibles and ingestible products scheduled for October 2019. 

For more information visit: www.northbud.com 

Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange (the “CSE”) nor its Regulation Services 
Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the CSE) accepts responsibility for the 
adequacy or accuracy of this release. 

 
Forward-looking statements 
Certain statements included in this press release constitute forward-looking information 
or statements (collectively, “forward-looking statements”), including those identified by 
the expressions “anticipate”, “believe”, “plan”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, 
“should” and similar expressions to the extent they relate to the Company or its 
management. The forward-looking statements are not historical facts but reflect current 
expectations regarding future results or events. This press release contains forward- 
looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on current 
expectations and various estimates, factors and assumptions and involve known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors. Such risks and uncertainties include, 
among others, the risk factors included in North Bud Farms Inc.’s final long form 
prospectus dated August 21, 2018 which is available under the issuer’s SEDAR profile at 
www.sedar.com.   

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 
North Bud Farms Inc. 
Edward Miller  
VP, IR & Communications 
Office: (855) 628-3420 ext. 3 
investors@northbud.com 
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